
Some Key Concepts in Postsecondary Policy 
 

Policy History 
 
• Federal postsecondary policy history: An instrument for larger goals  

• Absence from U.S. constitution 
• Early discussions of “national universities” 
• Statistical role established in nineteenth century 
• Morrill Acts 
• Early federal contracts 
• Retreat from national quality control under T. Roosevelt 
• WWII research 
• The GI Bill 
• NDSL, NSF expansion, and other “Cold War” initiatives 
• Higher Ed Act of 1965, featuring institution-focused, opportunity-focused 

support, including HBCUs and Title III support 
• Civil Rights movement, growth of affirmative action, equal educational 

opportunity emphasis in the 1960s and 1970s 
• Emergence of bipartisan consensus around the central, “ground-floor” role for 

need-based federal student aid (Pell Grant)   
• From “higher education” to “postsecondary education” in the 1970s 
• Post-1980 economic development initiatives at the state and federal levels 
• Explosion of loans displacing grants, growth of student debt 
• Retreat from consensus on federal role, rise of interest-group conflict 

(especially focused on for-profit institutions) 
 

• State postsecondary policy history: Evolving notions of the role  

• Colonial conjunction of church/government/higher education 
• Dartmouth College decision in U.S. Supreme Court 
• Establishment of isomorphic “State U’s” 
• Morrill Acts 
• Coupling of state institutions with populism, the industrial revolution, 

“progress,” and progressivism (as opposed to historic elite-centered role) 
• Development of the tripartite mission, distinctive internationally: teaching, 

research, service 
• Commitment to models of low and no tuition in public higher education, as 

reflection of assumed public returns to public investments 
• Incorporation of flagship schools into iconic artistic representations of youth, 

American life, culture in the early 20th century 
• Rapid enrollment growth, fueled by low costs, GI Bill, the “Baby Boom,” etc. 
• Tangles with political interference in the McCarthy era and beyond 
• Creation of statewide governance bodies, ranging from centralized 

consolidated governing boards to less centralized coordinating boards to 
decentralized, institution and system-specific boards 

• Parallel emphasis on planning and mission differentiation in California and 
some other states 
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• Retreat from federal deference to state control, via civil-rights enforcement 
initially and subsequently also via employment acts, admissions lawsuits, 
occupational safety standards, environmental standards, academic progress 
standards for student aid, loan-default standards, etc. 

• Retreat from low and no-tuition models, spurred by the Carnegie Commission 
reports of the 1960s and 1970s (although the “tuition gap” with private 
institutions has been maintained) 

• Growth of need-based aid programs 
• Growth of merit-based aid programs, led by Georgia’s HOPE Scholarship 
• Growth of performance and outcomes-based funding models, supplanting to 

some extent incremental and formula-based funding models 
• Emergence of the “New Normal” in the early 2000s 
• Controversies over the proper role of state governments in institutional 

governance, involving presidential searches, academic freedom, freedom of 
speech, guns on campus, practical vs. liberal arts education, and beyond 

• Structural reforms via mergers, incorporation of bachelors degrees into 
community colleges, etc. 

 
Policy Contexts, Processes, Constraints 
 

• The enduring “iron triangle” constraint: costs, volume, quality 
 

• Questions of timing: policy windows, the issue life cycle, shifting contexts/rationales/spins 
 

• Contested views on rationality: Scientific vs. political 

• Scientific rationality:  
 
§ problem identification/conceptualization 
§ collection of data documenting the problem 
§ statement of key assumptions 
§ generation of alternative solutions and associated costs 
§ analysis/testing of alternatives (simulation, experimenting, piloting, etc.) 
§ decisionmaking based in data, stated priorities, effective methods 
§ follow-up evaluation, return to problem identification/conceptualization 

stage  
 

• Political rationality: why is this issue arising now, should this issue be on the 
table now, what solutions are acceptable for my interests, what coalitions are 
possible, who opposes my interests, what compromises are possible, what 
decision processes favor my interest, which analyses might favor my value 
position and interests, etc. 

 
• Note scientific rationality assumes of identifiable, consistent, consensual goals 

and priorities, available data, effective methods, etc., while political rationality 
assumes adequate knowledge of power networks, potential tradeoffs, key 
audiences, etc. 
 

• Paralleling this tension  is tension over modes of engagement in 
postsecondary policy development and analysis: cooperation (knowledge 
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building, effectiveness, efficiency) vs. competition (dialogues of conflicting 
data claims) 

 
Policy Research, Analysis, Evaluation 
 

• Distinguishing policy analysis, policy and program evaluation, policy research 
 

• Doing research and analysis on policy 

• Designing policy research/analysis 
 
§ Descriptive: anecdotally based 
§ Descriptive: interview, document, or survey-based 
§ Quasi-experimental 
§ Experimental, although rarely allowable in a “good-vs.-good” arena like 

education policy 
§ Decision analysis, operations research, information systems, data 

mining/analytics, etc.) 
 

• Complexities of the policy action sequence can thwart straightforward 
analyses: 
 
§ Policy goals 
§ Program design 
§ Program implementation 
§ Delivery systems 
§ Policy effects 
§ Policy analysis, evaluation 

 
• Other challenges also thwart easy analyses 

 
§ Multiple-purpose organizations, agencies, policies 
§ Non-hierarchical, conflicted, professionalized fields and settings 
§ Latent and manifest goals of policies and programs (and actors)… higher 

education has historically served as a vehicle for other government 
agendas 

§ Second and third-order effects of policies  
 

• Policy scholars and policy makers (what is most appropriate, what can we present to 
policymakers, how, etc.?) 
 

• The big disconnect: Mars vs. Venus 
• Asking the right questions 
• Theory? Logic models? 
• Analysis vs. presentation (“What the hell is CCA?”) 

 
• Key actors 

 
• Politicians and their staff 
• Politically appointed leaders and staff in agencies 
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• Agency staff, including lifelong bureaucrats as well as transient staff (often 
analysts) 

• Non-partisan legislative staff (e.g., CBO, state education committee staff, etc.) 
• Interest groups and their lobbyists (e.g., associations of institutions) 
• “Policy entrepreneurs” 
• Foundations, funders 
• Vendors 
• Media (old and new) 
• Attorneys, judges, courts 
• Students and families  (sometimes) 

 
• Careers for masters and doctorally trained grads 

 
• Consulting firms relying on soft-money contracts, including small firms as 

well as large “beltway bandits” 
• Associations of institutions, students, agencies, officials (e.g., SHEEO’s), etc. 
• State agencies 
• Federal agencies 
• Non-profit firms (e.g., ACT, College Board) 
• Advocacy groups 
• Universities (faculty, research associates, postdocs, institutional research staff, 

etc.) 
 


